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For the coach who’s ready to ditch the worry of where their
next client is coming from and finally have a stand-out method

to attract high paying clients.

Attracting high-paying clients doesn’t have to mean spending countless
hours on social media promoting offers no one is saying yes to.

Get ready for the DARE TO DECLARE ACADEMY.

The Dare to Declare Academy is a 6-week certification program for coaches
who are ready to achieve their income goals month after month,
by becoming a Certified Dare to Declare Vision Board Facilitator.

SPENDING COUNTLESS HOURS ON SOCIAL MEDIA NO ONE IS SAYING YES
TO IS NOT THE ANSWER TO YOUR LEAD GENERATION PROBLEM

Truth bomb: You want to be consistently hitting your revenue goals month
after month. And badly!

But your efforts thus far haven’t helped you get there.
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Maybe you’ve learned some lessons (like what NOT to do), but no matter how
much you work at it… you still somehow backslide into old habits or
overwhelm… with little to show for it.

Giving up sounds tempting when it looks like NOTHING will work. But the
thing is... you’re COMMITTED to consistently reaching your monthly revenue
goals -- and cracking the code on attracting high paying clients to your
coaching business.

You’ve probably already tried…

● Spending spending countless hours on social media promoting offers
no one is saying yes to

● Showing up every day on social media?
● Offering a bunch of free stuff in the hopes of generating leads?
● Tweaking your coaching package at nauseum to try to attract and

convert more leads?
● Feeling desperate and resorting to the uncomfortable action of cold

DMing prospective clients
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It’s frustrating and demoralizing to feel like you’ve tried (or at least
considered) it all, and to be honest you’re TIRED and ready for a different way.
Real talk: The reason those things haven’t worked for you is your not focusing
on positioning yourself as a coach who offers something unique in the
marketplace.

We’ve seen coaches struggle with this over and over again, which is why we
created the Dare to Declare Academy.

With this program, we’ll help you achieve the ability to attract high paying
clients by offering a vision board experience in just 6 weeks.

If you’re truly ready to reach your monthly income goals, the Dare to
Declare Academy was designed specifically to help you get there.

Our approach is different than simply spending
countless hours on social media promoting
offers no one is saying yes to because…
becoming a Certified Vision Board Facilitator
with Dare to Declare Academy will help you offer
a unique experience to prospective clients that
will help you stand out in the coaching space.
Clients will want to work with you, and only you.

Over 6 weeks working through the Dare to Declare Academy, you will
become a Dare 2 Declare Vision Board Facilitator by focusing on the
following areas and goals:

1. Developing a deep understanding of the Dare to Declare Framework
and related concepts.

2. Have the knowledge, confidence, and tools to stand out as a coach by
delivering a Dare to Declare Vision Board Experience.

3. Creating a marketing plan for your Vision Board Experience.
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Dare to Declare Academy seeks coaches as applicants with specific
criteria.

The fact is -- we can only accept a limited number of participants at any given
time -- and (because of our guarantee below) we only work with those who
are qualified and ready to show up, do the work, and focus to achieve the
objectives of the program.

It is truly exciting to support coaches to achieve their dream of a fully booked
out calendar, but we must make sure you are qualified (and ready) before we
commit to working with you in this program.

Here’s what we are looking for, and how to know if Dare to Declare
Academy is right for you:

This is for: This is NOT for:

Coaches who are ready to achieve a
full roster of prospective clients.

Coaches who believe in the process
of vision boards and manifestation.

Coaches who believe in themselves,
their clients, and their coaching
program.

Coaches who are open to learning,
and have a sense of excitement about
the Dare to Declare vision board
process.

Coaches who have attended a Dare
to Declare Vision Board Experience.

❌ Coaches who want to keep doing
what they are doing in the hopes they
will attract the clients they want to their
coaching service or program.

❌ Those who are skeptical or don’t
believe in vision boards or
manifestation.

❌ Those who aren’t prepared to apply
the unique Dare to Declare Framework
when delivering their Vision Board
Experience.
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How we’ll work together through:

The format of live calls and ongoing Facebook Community Support is what
makes Dare to Declare truly unique and helps you achieve results that were
previously not possible.

For now, what’s most important to know is that we use a blend of…

EASY-TO-DIGEST CONTENT:

You’ll receive 6  live calls to walk you through the Dare to Declare vision board
framework step-by-step. Live attendance is optional but strongly
recommended. recordings and transcripts will be posted within 48 hours.
Live calls are meant for connection, teaching, and Q&A. You will be accessing
all content through MemberVault.

HIGH-VIBE COMMUNITY:

You'll be surrounded by other coaches just like you -- with similar goals to
yours. Inside of this group, you’ll be able to help support each other learning
and applying the concepts of the framework and cheer each other on and
keep your drive to become a confident and knowledgeable Dare to Declare
Vision Board Facilitator high! Because we are so selective about who is
allowed into the program, rest assured this is a highly curated community --
so get excited to meet everyone!

THE THREE BIGGEST OUTCOMES OF THE PROGRAM FORMAT:

DEVELOP A DEEP UNDERSTANDING OF THE DARE TO DECLARE
FRAMEWORK. Learn how the concepts associated with vision boards are
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deeply rooted in science and how to use your understanding of the concepts
to enhance the vision board experience you will deliver to your clients.

FURTHER DEVELOP YOUR COACHING AND FACILITATION SKILLS TO
EFFECTIVELY DELIVER A VISION BOARD EXPERIENCE. Identify and
practice the critical coaching and facilitation skills needed to effectively
interact with clients so they feel safe and supported through the Dare to
Declare Vision Board Experience.

HAVE ALL THE KNOWLEDGE AND TOOLS NEEDED TO MARKET AND
DELIVER A VISION BOARD EXPERIENCE FOR YOUR PROSPECTS AND
CLIENTS. Get access to templates of marketing materials that you can
leverage to fill your first vision board workshop. Have resources to prepare for
delivery and implement the experience.

OUR GUARANTEE

We are 100% committed to helping you achieve your goal of a fully booked
out calendar.

That said, you might still have hesitations about whether what you’re reading
on this page is truly possible for you and if Dare to Declare Academy is the
best choice to get you there. Here’s the deal: Dare to Declare Academy is an
elite option and the investment reflects that. That might make you question if
it’s really “worth it,” and I get that.

So in case you are still hesitating to apply, here’s a guarantee that you can
bank on:

I am willing to promise you that if you participate in all of the calls, implement
all of the work, and you don’t have success attracting clients to your first
vision board experience, then I will provide you with additional resources and
training as needed at no cost until you do deliver your first vision board
experience.
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If you’re truly ready to attract more clients and fill your calendar with
prospects for your coaching program AND you’re willing to do the work to get
there with the guidance and support of Dare to Declare Academy, there is
absolutely no reason NOT to apply today.

You have the power to fill your calendar with prospects willing to invest in
your high ticket coaching offer with the Dare to Declare Academy.

But what you’ve been doing hasn’t been working and it’s time for that to stop,
once and for all.

You’re here reading this page because you’re a coach who’s SO done with….

❏ Spending hours & hours everyday trying to attract clients through
spending countless hours on social media promoting offers no one is
saying yes to.

❏ Doing a ton of tweaking of your offers, and simply NOT seeing the
results you want.

❏ Being so focused on not having enough leads for your coaching
business and worried you’ll never figure it out. Maybe waiting is the
answer. Spoiler: it’s not.

❏ Investing in courses and programs that only provide you knowledge
without a clear roadmap for results focused action that won’t help you.
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You’re tired of wasting time, money, and energy on methods that give you
ZERO results.

You’re ready for REAL answers. REAL support. REAL community.

Which is why you’re the perfect candidate for Dare to Declare Academy.

Because you know what happens when you finally know how to fill your
calendar with prospective leads for your high-ticket coaching offer with ease?

● You have more bookings now that you’re not STRESSING about
whether or not you have the sales funnel.

● You wake up every morning EXCITED to tackle your lead generation
problem, because you have the right offer and tools to offer to potential
clients.
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● You’ve hit your revenue goals because you have an offer people won’t
be able to refuse

● You’ll stand out online because you’re confident leading your clients
through a vision board experience.

ARE YOU IN?
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